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Publisher’s Message

Dear Marketing Professional, 
 
Since 1983 these professionals have being coming to MC Press Online 
and our previous incarnations to get the information they trust and need 
to tackle any IT project and get the insight of what new technologies are 
unfolding.  Over the last 32 years we have evolved our product line to meet 
the requirements of our readership.   Adapting not only our editorial con-
tent but the delivery of that content to the way that IT professional work 
today, via the World Wide Web.

The coming year is no exception.  In January MC Press Online will launch a redesigned web site as well as 
an electronic publication which bundles an entire month of articles and new items into a single publica-
tion.   Readers will also have the option to subscribe to a print publication if they prefer the feel of a hard 
copy magazine.  We over 25 feature length articles a month is publication will deliver a more information 
than any other publication on the market today…continuing the tradition of MC Press being a must 
read.   

For you, our advertisers, this means that our readership is never more than one click away from visiting 
your Web site and viewing the solutions you have to offer.  We’re committed to maintaining the best pos-
sible Web site and using the latest email technology in order to ensure the highest quality subscriber list 
possible.  This commitment guarantees that your advertising message is seen by the market you want to 
reach.  But we don’t stop there; we provide you with the tools to track every campaign you run with us 
in order to monitor your results.  Our top priorities are making sure that you increase your company and 
product awareness, capture sales leads, and gain market share.  

MC Press Online has worked hard to create a number of different advertising offerings to meet every 
marketing objective and budget.  Be sure to download the 2015 MC Press Campaign Planner from our 
Web site and see how easy it is to map out a campaign to meet your objectives with MC Press Online.   

We look forward to establishing a long and successful relationship with you.
 

 
Sincerely,
        


